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US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures trade higher after a 6% selloff last week. Settle in for a crazy week
with the election, Fed rate decision and payroll data. Everyone has a theory as to why we sold off, but
corporate earnings were favorable. Unfortunately, Wall St. analysts are not raising Q4 or 2021 estimates
with so much global uncertainty. The biggest near-term issue in the US is when we will have clear-cut
presidential winner. Europe on total lockdown isn’t helping, although European indices are all up over 1%
right now. Oil (December WTI) traded below $35 per barrel this am on an increase in output and reduced
demand. 10-year rate continues to climb higher. Does the bond market see higher rates in 2021? S&P
Futures vs. Fair Value: +43.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.864%.
CORE Headlines:
 Pennsylvania has become the top battleground state in tomorrow’s election, with the Biden and
Trump campaigns increasingly seeing it as crucial to victory—the state has more Electoral College
votes than any other traditional battleground except Florida.-NYT
 A wave of COVID curbs has prompted resistance across Europe, with the right-wing British politician
who helped force a referendum on Brexit harnessing popular anger at a new lockdown by recasting
his Brexit Party under a new banner.-Reuters
 “Many companies rebounded faster than expected following the coronavirus-related economic shock
this spring, but leaders are warning that the bounce back wasn’t uniform and may prove fleeting as
infections surge again.-WSJ
 As coronavirus infections in Europe rise and lockdowns resume, some public health experts say the
middle-way policies deployed over the summer, such as restrictions targeted at specific places or
demographic groups, haven’t succeeded in curbing the spread of the virus.-WSJ
 The Pentagon has begun withdrawing top military officers from US embassies in Africa and
downgrading other such posts world-wide, a move officials say shifts resources toward China and
Russia.-WSJ
 SPOT, TME: Music streaming figures are up and investors backing musical heavy hitters such as Adele,
Bon Jovi, and Journey are profiting as homebound listeners tune in to online services, boosting the
value of song catalogs and the royalty payments they generate.-WSJ
 Almost 27,000 people who worked at hotels and restaurants in the Milwaukee area made less than
the median wage of $40,700 a year and did not get health insurance through their employer in 2018,
according to the Brookings Institution.-USA
 In an effort to spark demand, airlines such as ALK and Ryanair are offering two-for-one deals, or even
selling an entire three-seat row for the price of a single ticket—the priority has been to drop prices
low enough to fill the few planes they are still flying to a level at which they can simply break even.WSJ
 The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund have failed to translate their concern for poor
nations grappling with the coronavirus into meaningful support, leaving less-affluent countries
struggling with limited resources and untenable debts.-NYT
 The New York Stock Exchange is set to be the US leader for stock market listings in 2020, bypassing
Nasdaq, because of the booming market for special purpose acquisition companies, or “blank check
companies,” which have raised $66B on the NYSE this year an $61B on the Nasdaq.-FT
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Story reports Wall Street banks and research firms say there are four key areas that will affect the
performance of American stocks in the wake of the presidential election: taxes, infrastructure
spending, regulating Big Tech, and new plans for the US energy industry.-FT
Two Georgia Senate races could be headed to a run off on January 5th, which means control of the
Senate may not be decided until that date.-Politico
Senate Majority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) says stimulus package should be considered early next
year, but it should be a "more modest" proposal. Several Senate Republicans questioned the need for
more than $500 bln in new stimulus.-Reuters
AstraZeneca (AZN) spokesperson says UK started an accelerated review of its potential coronavirus
vaccine.-Reuters
Americans are “voting with an urgency never seen before in the approach to a presidential election, as
a record 90M people have cast ballots despite an array of challenges: a pandemic, postal delays, long
lines and court rulings that have tested faith in the country’s electoral system.”-NYT Sat
Videogames were a multibillion-dollar industry before the pandemic, but with spending on movies
and dining out plummeting, spending on videogames and equipment has hit all-time highs every
month since March, with people who were already players playing more, and new players increasingly
taking up gaming.-WSJ Wkend
In a clear acknowledgment of the political hostility facing big tech companies, Apple’s annual report
contained numerous disclosures about the risks facing its businesses, including material financial risk
posed by legal challenges to App Store policies.-FTwkend
For a limited time, McDonald’s is bringing the McRib sandwich to all of its restaurants on December 2,
marking the first nationwide distribution of the oddly beloved barbecue bite since 2012.-NYP

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 Quartz: Daylight Saving Time was instituted by corporate lobbies https://bit.ly/2HRqC5Y (no idea if
true)
 FS Blog: Descriptions aren’t prescriptions https://bit.ly/2Jt9eW2
 ESPN: Japan using high-tech devices to fill baseball stadiums https://es.pn/32597Xg
 FSR: Texas Roadhouse returned to positive sales https://bit.ly/3l2pomU (I’ve never been , but the
parking lot of one by my house is ALWAYS mobbed. It’s like they are giving away free filet mignon.)

Charts from The Daily Shot:
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This chart shows the evolution of US consumer spending since February.

Source: @GregDaco
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According to BCA Research, the US needs another $1.5 trillion in government stimulus just to
maintain a neutral “fiscal thrust.”
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Source: BCA Research

The updated U. Michigan consumer sentiment index showed improvement.

The housing market has been supporting consumer confidence in recent months.
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A relief rally last Thursday was the only bright spot in an otherwise tough week for the S&P 500. And
bonds offered no help.
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Source: MarketDesk Research

Will the US dollar gains put further pressure on stocks?

Source: barchart.com
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Healthcare stocks appear to be relatively cheap:

Source: @WSJ Read full article
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Tech fund flows have been strong.

Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML
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Bitcoin is testing the $14k resistance. Technicals show that it is the most overbought since August. Is
it time for a pullback?

Source: @DantesOutlook

Bitcoin continues to outperform other cryptos.
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COVID-related hospitalizations in select states

Source: CovidTracking.com
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Airline fares:

Source: @business Read full article
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